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Examining Indian life from the colonial peri‐

cal archives, and a particularly striking series of
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Potawatomis by the English painter George Win‐

ing Cultural Encounter in the Western Great
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Lakes is an ambitious work. Intent on correcting
an older view of Indian decline and disappear‐
ance, she argues that Indians in the region perse‐
vered by using a range of strategies, from employ‐
ing Catholicism as a means of resistance to disap‐
pearing into plain sight by adopting whiteness as
a means for community persistence (pp. 5-7).
Throughout, she illustrates that a number of Indi‐
an communities in the region resisted removal by
drawing on kinship and Catholicism as well as the
experience of successive encounters with Iro‐
quois, French, British, and American invaders. In‐
dians in the western Great Lakes so ably adapted
to new social-political realities, Sleeper-Smith
maintains, because diaspora, both forced and vol‐
untary, was a significant part of their past.
Through this experience, Indians were practiced
in the arts not just of accommodation but also of
resistance (p. 3). In making this argument, Sleep‐
er-Smith compellingly uses a wide range of
sources, including the Jesuit Relations, several lo‐
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and

Following the lead of scholars like Sylvia Van
Kirk and Jennifer S. H. Brown, Sleeper-Smith illus‐
trates the importance of kinship and marriage to
understanding the fur trade.[1] Indian women,
she demonstrates, were essential to the develop‐
ment of the Catholic kin networks that were key
to the fur trades persistence in the western Great
Lakes. Early on, Indian women who married
French men integrated their new husbands into
Indian society. As Sleeper-Smith makes clear, a
French traders success was largely determined by
his willingness to respect Indian understandings
of exchange and kinship. Women were thus key
in the creation and expansion of the ties facilitat‐
ing the trade. Ignoring the imperatives shaped by
Indian women doomed a European fur trader to
failure. In this way, exchange was a social process
turning on kinship and determined by Indian
practice. Later British traders failing to adapt lo‐
cal ways, watched as their trade flagged, while
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mixed-blood Catholic fur trading families contin‐
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ued to use their kinship networks to great effect.

tive and Euro-American men. Women led family
prayers, after the fashion of French men, and em‐
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standings (Christ was thus understood as the

and decision to adopt Catholicism enhanced fe‐

Manitoua assouv or the Great Spirit, to cite one in‐

male power in a number of ways.[2] Using exam‐

stance). Catholicism, Sleeper-Smith illustrates,

ples of individual women like the Iliniwek Marie

also offered succor in a world that often proved

Rouensa, she details how intermarriage with

hostile to Indian women.

French traders, active participation in the fur
trade, and conversion to Catholicism afforded In‐

With its eloquent use of individual women's

dian women greater control of trade goods, en‐

experiences to illuminate more than two cen‐

hanced power, increased autonomy and a public

turies of Native persistence in the western Great

voice as well as a means of avoiding potentially

Lakes and careful reading of a wide range of

abusive polygamous husbands through the adop‐

sources, Indian Women and French Men offers a

tion of European-style monogamy. She additional‐

compelling interpretation of the centrality of gen‐

ly notes that women like Marie Rouensa may well

der to Indian cultural persistence. Sleeper-Smith's

have used Catholic marriage as a means of better

work should prove an important addition to fur

controlling their French husbands. More con‐

trade scholarship as well as a significant model

cerned with women'js role in the fur trade and

for scholars studying other regions.

Catholicism, she is largely silent on the nature of
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